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What drives language change when cultures are in contact?

Research using
Agent-based computer simulations & Real-world case studies

🧮 Agent-based models
🌍 Alorese, Indonesia

🧮 ART neural agents, iter. learning
🌍 Romance languages

🧮 Agent-based models, diff. eq.
🌍 Lithuanian dialects

Contact-induced morphological 
simplification

Conversational priming in 
repetitional responses

Learning and transmission of 
verb inflection classes



Agent-based models and AI

● AI as a tool to analyze a real-world system
○ Like AI used to analyze e.g. biology, economy

● Speaker as agent in multi-agent system
○ How do individual choices (e.g. sloppiness) lead to collective behaviour (e.g. language 

losing a word ending)?
○ Useful for human-human, human-robot and robot-robot interaction
○ Insights from my "descriptive" agents used for "acting" agents (e.g. chatbot)
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Research question: Generalization
Research question: What are the mechanisms driving learning and transmission of verbs?

● Morphology: how words are composed of smaller parts
● Generalization important when processing verbs

○ Within verb (I see → you see) and between verbs (ring/rang/rung → sing/sang/sung)
● Verbs that are inflected in the same way are grouped into inflection classes. This is how you learn 

verbs at school!

Lithuanian verb inflection classes (Pakerys, 2021)

● Is it possible to learn these inflection classes from raw data? And can this knowledge be 
transmitted over generations?



Linguistic questions, recent computational work!

Computational tasks to get better insight in human 
morphological processing



Number of computational tasks proposed

● Morphological reinflection: I see -> 
you …

● Morphological paradigm completion 
(Kann et al., 2020): learn from corpus: 
to see -> I …., you …, he …, etc.

● Morphological paradigm clustering 
(Wiemerslage et al. 2021): in corpus, 
cluster forms that belong to one verb 
together



Task: Unsupervised inflection class clustering

Tasks so far on forms within one verb paradigm, but what about notion of 
inflection class (all the verbs that inflect in same way)?

● Predict inflection classes based on form and meaning (Williams et al., 2020)
● Infer inflection class using description length (Beniamine et al., 2018).

Our task: unsupervised inflection class clustering

Given different verb forms for different verbs, cluster these verb forms 
together into inflection classes.



Task: Unsupervised inflection class clustering
Class 1 (-er) Class 2 (-ir) Class 3 (irregular)

aimer finir descendre

parler compatir pouvoir

envoyer fleurir dire

fermer grandir dormir

je parle

tu parles

vous finissez

tu finis

je descends

nous descendons

je peuxelle grandit

tu peux
ils grandissent

nous aimons

il aime



Model

● Model: Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural network 
(Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987)

○ Unsupervised: clusters data
○ Input layer F1 and recognition layer F2
○ Recognition layer represents learned categories (competitive)
○ Reconciling bottom-up input and top-down expectation
○ Cognitively interesting vigilance parameter: more or less 

generalization
■ Modulates creating new category or adding to existing 

category
● Few applications in linguistics

○ Study mental lexicon (Dunbar, 2012)
○ Learning to read (Glotin et al., 2009)
○ Name disambiguation (Wang et al., 2012)

Carpenter & Grossberg 
(2013)



Vigilance parameter
0.1 0.5

0.9



Data

● Romance Verbal Inflection 
Dataset (Beniamine et al., 2020)

● Phonetic word forms annotated with 
inflection classes (unique!)

● 155,029 forms spread over 74 
Romance languages

● Used French portion of dataset



Data processing

One-hot vector per sound in the word

Example for four sounds a,b,c,d:

Word Sound 1 Sound 2 Sound 3

aab 1000 1000 0100

bac 0100 1000 0010

abd 1000 0100 0001



Results: Single run

● No transmission
● Evaluate different vigilance values
● Result:

○ Around vigilance 0.55 cluster sizes comparable 
to gold data

○ Some clustering takes place, better for 
somewhat higher vigilance values (less 
generalization, more distinction)



Transmission: Iterated learning

● Iterated learning  (Kirby, 2001; Kirby and Hurford, 2002)
○ Give (partial) clustering to next instance of the model.
○ What is clustering after n generations?

● Focus on transmission between generations rather than transmission within population
● Inspired by morphological models Cotterell et al. (2018) and Hare & Elman (1995)



Data processing: Iterated learning

How to transfer inflection class (clustering) between generations in unsupervised 
setting?

Concatenate cluster (1,2,3,4) with the data, in extra slot at end!

Initialize empty, filled during model run

Word Sound 1 Sound 2 Sound 3 Cluster

aab 00 00 01 00

bac 01 00 10 00

abd 00 01 11 00



Model setup: Iterated learning

Initialization: Data without clustering

Run for n timesteps:

● Run ART on part of dataset
● Save clustering in final slot of only the data points that have been 

clustered
● Create new instance of ART for next timestep, and present it with (altered) 

dataset



Results: Iterated learning

● Lower vigilance: bigger clusters → more generalization
● Clustering of inflection classes stable over time
● Interesting dynamics at beginning



Conclusion

What could a (cognitively inspired) ART model tell us about mechanisms behind 
learning and transmission of verbs?

● ART model able to learn system of inflection classes from word forms
● Best results for mid-high vigilance values:

some generalization needed, but not too much
● Over time: initially less generalization, then more. Difficult to interpret
● Further research: Which results are specific for our task/data/model, and 

which are deeper mechanisms of human learning and transmission of 
morphological systems?



Thanks!

Novel

● Task (inflection class clustering)
● Model for this task (ART)
● Data processing (augmenting cluster)
● Setting (iterated learning)

Some design choices may be somewhat arbitrary. So feedback very welcome!



Data processing

Data without inflections Data with inflections


